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Brunel News
For Brunel, the quarter was marked by two important events in the pool’s development: the transition of £3bn of client assets to the new Paris-aligned
benchmarks we developed in coordination with FTSE Russell and the COP 26 meeting in Glasgow. In recognition of the first of these landmark moments,
more than 20 people from Brunel, our clients and Legal & General Investment Management, met in London for our opening of the London Stock
Exchange. The second gathering effectively began just as Brunel was opening the market in London. Faith Ward, in her role as Chair of the IIGCC, travelled
to COP 26 in Glasgow with an all-areas pass and represented our views in talks, panels and informal meetings. You can find more on both events – the
market opening and COP 26 – in the Responsible Investment section of our quarterly report. Our approach to benchmarks and our presence at COP 26 are
two of the ways in which our RI credentials were evident through the period.
They were also apparent in how we manage the business and our staff. The first few weeks of the fourth quarter saw the spread of Covid slowing
dramatically in the UK and other developed markets, until the emergence of the Omicron variant in late November. Brunel was therefore obliged to reverse
some of the office opening measures introduced over the third quarter, although the company’s prioritisation of mental health meant it still kept the office
open for limited use.
The last of Brunel’s 17 listed markets portfolios launched over the summer, and the latter months of the year was also awards season – and the investment
team was widely recognised by the industry. First of all, Financial News recognised Brunel’s CEO for her leadership across pensions and Responsible
Investment. Pensions for Purpose named Brunel as the winner of its Paris Alignment Award. Individual awards soon followed, as Helen Price received the
ICGN’s Rising Star Award, and LAPF named Faith Ward ‘Personality of the Year’. At the Investment & Pensions Europe Awards, held in Madrid in December,
Brunel won in three categories: Innovation, Portfolio Construction & Diversification, and Climate-Related Risk Management – beating candidates from across
Europe.
The awards felt like a fitting end to a momentous year, in which Brunel made a clear Net Zero commitment; launched its fixed income portfolios, thereby
completing its full suite of listed market portfolios; completed the transition of seven of its ten clients to the Brunel Property portfolio (as well as launching an
Affordable Housing sleeve); and co-created a new set of Paris-aligned benchmarks, to which clients then committed £3 billion (with more to come in 2022).
At the most fundamental level of pooling, it was also highly significant that the year ended with around 80% of all client funds transitioned into partnership
portfolios. After a year marked by both major partnership achievements and the continued challenges – both corporate and personal – posed by
lockdowns, it was especially gratifying that the team was able to gather in Bristol in December to celebrate the year – and to look ahead.
The year also ended with the launch of Brunel’s Climate Stocktake. The Stocktake has always been a crucial part of our long-term plan, since it enables us to
judge whether our approach to climate investing is working – and to identify areas for improvement. In December, our CIO, Chief Responsible Investment
Officer, Chief Stakeholder Officer and Head of Communications therefore met with representatives from Southwest Action on Pensions, UNISON (Bath &
Northeast Somerset) and Fossil Free Oxfordshire. The meeting enabled Brunel staff to explain our approach to climate investing to a local audience whose
priority is divestment. With a broader audience in mind, Faith Ward gave a video interview hosted by Asset TV. In No Excuses on Net Zero, Faith explained
Brunel’s hopes for COP 26 – and for investor progress in particular.
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Executive Summary
High Level Performance of Pension Fund

Total Fund Valuation

• The fund delivered absolute performance of 3.6% over the quarter in GBP terms. This was slightly behind
the benchmark return of 3.8%.
• Total fund return for the one-year period to 31 December was 14.1%, behind the benchmark return of
16.0%.

30 Sep 2021

5,710

Key points from last quarter

31 Dec 2021

5,895

• 3.6% absolute net performance Q4; -0.2% relative net performance vs benchmark Q4
• 14.1% absolute net performance 1Y; -1.9% relative net performance vs benchmark 1Y

Net cash inflow (outflow)

Total
(GBPm)

-20

• An investment was initiated into the newly created Passive Developed Equity Paris Aligned strategy
funded from the Low Carbon holding.
Assets Transitioned to Brunel
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GBP 4,610m
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GBP 4,893m
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Market Summary – Listed Markets
The fourth quarter proved positive for some risk assets, despite the ongoing inflationary headwinds that
persisted throughout 2021. The quarter was characterised by high volatility, as the Omicron variant that
emerged at the end of November sent risk assets falling. This fall quickly reversed in late December, as
anecdotal evidence that emerged played down the severity of the variant. Consequently, most equity
assets actually rose in Q4 2021, whilst corporate credit assets struggled. It was a mixed quarter for
commodities, following stellar performance over the first three quarters of 2021.

UK inflation at highest level for a decade

Monetary policy continued to tighten in major economies as markets began to price in rate rises in both
the US and UK. The Bank of England (BoE) lifted its base rate by 15bps to 0.25% in its December meeting,
which was its first rate rise in three years. The Monetary Policy Committee at the BoE cited concerns of a
tighter labour market coupled with increasing inflationary pressures as the catalysts for a rate rise. In the
United States, officials from the Federal Reserve signalled that the scaling back of asset purchases and
subsequent rate rises may come as soon as March 2022 to combat high inflation; this was several months
ahead of prior market expectations. As a result, significant pressure on shorter-dated yields were
observed in both the US and the UK. In the US, the policy sensitive 2yr yield rose from 0.29% to 0.73%;
similarly, the UK 2yr yield rose from 0.31% to 0.60%.
UK inflation hit the highest level in a decade, rising to 5.2% in November. This was predominantly driven
by petrol and second-hand car price rises. However, the underlying details showed that upward pressure
in prices was observed across almost all goods and services, implying that price rises are now
widespread. The latest inflation numbers surprised economists, who had predicted a median increase of
4.8%.

Longer-duration assets outperform shorter
counterparts in the UK & US

Equities
On the geopolitical stage, concerns rose in the Ukraine as Russia continued to increase the military
presence on its borders. Markets reacted in typical fashion, with Russian assets – proxied by MSCI Russia –
dropping 9.4% over the quarter.
Global developed equities, proxied via MSCI World, increased by 7% in GBP terms over the quarter. This
was skewed by the performance of the United States equity market, which appreciated by 9.6% over
the period. Emerging markets were the clear laggards; the emerging world continued to struggle as a
result of slowing growth in China, coupled with lingering concerns over its over-indebted property sector.
Broader emerging markets – proxied by MSCI Emerging Markets – fell 1.7% in GBP terms, almost entirely
driven by a fall of 6.5% in China alone. In terms of style, quality companies led the way last quarter,
outperforming by 3% on a global basis. The least successful style was momentum, which underperformed
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Market Summary – Listed Markets
the broader market by 2.4% over the quarter.
Fixed Income
In credit, investment grade (IG) and high yield corporates (HY) were both down by around 0.7% over the
quarter in local terms. This was mostly driven by increasing yields at the policy-sensitive shorter end of the
yield curve; as a result, longer-duration assets significantly outperformed their shorter counterparts. In
both IG & HY, carry from income was not sufficient enough to offset losses from rate rises.
Option-adjusted spread levels ended at the same level as the start of the quarter; however, there was
considerable intra-month movement following news of the Omicron variant. High yield spreads, proxied
by the Bloomberg Barclays Global High Yield Index, ended at 380bps but were as high as 437bps at the
height of Omicron concerns. A similar pattern was observed in investment grade markets on a
considerably smaller spread scale.
Commodities
It was a mixed experience for commodities during Q4 2021. Crude oil was broadly flat on a quarter-onquarter basis but, like many risk assets, experienced significant volatility following the Omicron
announcement. Industrial metals had mixed fortunes, with copper and iron ore diverging significantly;
they returned +6.7% and -6.4% respectively in GBP terms. Precious metals such as gold held up well,
returning 3.6% in GBP terms over the quarter.
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Market Summary – Head of Private Markets
The final quarter of 2021 saw fears over rising cases of the Omicron variant, along with the potential for
the return of restrictions as hospitalisations rose in several countries. These restrictions were introduced for
travel and hospitality sectors in many European countries to try to slow the spread.
Against the backdrop of uncertain growth, many UK retailers continued to struggle with supply chain
disruption. Coupled with volatile gas supply and maintenance on nuclear power plants leading to a
sharp rise in gas and electricity prices in Europe, the result was that inflation was pushed higher. The Bank
of England reacted to the inflation rise and the tightening labour market by raising rates by 0.15% to
0.25%. The US Federal Reserve’s rhetoric turned increasingly hawkish; Jay Powell suggested tapering
could be accelerated, and that the Fed may stop referring to inflation as “transitory”; US rate hikes
are therefore expected this year.
Infrastructure
The emergence of the Omicron variant brought new uncertainties to the market in the last quarter of
2021, whilst inflation continued its upward trend with CPI rising above 5.0% (RPI 7%) in November, leading
the Bank of England to raise interest rates (and expectations) for the first time in three years and the
Federal Reserve to accelerate its tapering. Investors looked at infrastructure with an eye to inflation
protection and relatively uncorrelated returns to equities. Of the more than 50 LPs surveyed by Campbell
Lutyens in December, 80% plan to increase their allocation to the asset class. Preqin forecasts assets
under management in private infrastructure will reach $1.87tn by 2026, overtaking real estate to become
the largest real asset class.
In the last quarter of 2021, the last hurdles were passed for the $1.2tn US Infrastructure bill, which includes
$550bn in new spend in transport, utilities and environment remediation.
COP 26 in Glasgow brought renewed attention to renewables and other climate change and energy
transition-related infrastructure. Despite record energy prices, expected returns from investing in
traditional renewables are suffering material compression due to weight of capital from the top and cost
pressures from supply chain issues related to Covid and forced labour in Xinjiang, from beneath. At the
same time, COP 26 highlighted the need for more investment beyond renewables in areas such as
decarbonization of industry, heating and transport or strengthening energy storage and transmission.
Private Equity
Investment sentiment and activity remained strong and continued in Q4 2021. Year-to-date volume in US
private equity reached its pre-Covid peak showing strong signs of a continued recovery. Inflation fears
and Fed hikes are the key issues the market is monitoring and private equity firms are assessing the
effects on deal activity and portfolio performance. Although dry powder is at record levels, the fund-
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Market Summary – Head of Private Markets
raising market is strong with major mega-funds expected to come back to market in 2022. Asset
valuations remain high, evidenced in strong exits and continued demand. Private Equity firms have
further increased their focus on ESG and ways to embed it in their processes to drive value in portfolio
investments.
VC investments in Europe crossed $113bn for the first time, with the UK (Europe’s most developed VC
market) raising the most. In the US, the tech sector continues to drive the majority of deal activity in the
market.
The fundraising market is expected to have another record this year. Mega-funds continue to dominate
the market (a total of 31 mega funds closed in 2021, raising $329bn) with buyout, growth, and venture
the main strategies of interest. Established platforms continue to look for new strategies and are offering
investors different products from their flagship funds.
Private Debt
US high yield bond prices were flat over the quarter. Primary issuance was muted in December but 2021
was a record-breaking year, with ~$490bn of new issuance. Default rates were at benign levels with only
~0.44% of the high yield bond market in default over the calendar year. European high yield bonds
underperformed their US counterparts over the quarter as Omicron spread more rapidly across Europe
and the UK.
Elevated levels of private equity activity through Q4 drove a surge in financing activity and deal flow for
private debt managers. Anecdotal evidence suggests that leverage and pricing was more stable in
Europe whereas, in the US, leverage levels were pushed slightly higher on the back of intense
competition for deals.
Private debt managers have been able to deploy capital faster than expected and many have already
started to think about their next vintage funds. ICG and Arcmont are two notable European managers
who are expected to begin fundraising in Q1 2022.
Property
The UK commercial property sectors dominant in 2021 remained market-leading in Q4, both in terms of
transactional activity and investment performance. The industrial sector is set to see a further year of
strong rental growth, driven by demand/supply imbalances, and retail warehouses remain the
destination of choice for most shoppers, as anxieties around Covid linger. Regulatory strengthening of
EPC standards in 2023 and 2030 have focused UK investors’ attention on managers’ ability to futureproof legacy assets. Valuations for offices, industrial assets and residential space have already started to
distinguish between developments and refurbishments which incorporate net zero carbon pathways
and tenant well-being and those assets that do not.
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Market Summary – Head of Private Markets
Global real estate markets performed well in 2021, fuelled by unprecedented amounts of monetary and
fiscal stimulus, the unleashing of pent-up consumer demand, and measures that allowed the world to
reopen and a much quicker-than-expected resurgence in economic growth. City office, apartment and
retail markets that suffered during the lockdowns started to come back into favour, with capital
increasingly finding its way into higher-returning operational assets, where returns are linked to long-term
trends such as digital transformation, ageing populations and environmental sustainability.
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Responsible Investment & Stewardship Review
Index Investing
Over the course of 2021, we made a number of significant announcements, among them, the decision
to formally commit to Net Zero, and the launch of a new series of Paris-aligned benchmarks that we had
developed in coordination with FTSE Russell.
In the fourth quarter, these two developments gained fresh significance, as we announced the transition
of £3 billion of client funds into the new benchmarks – with more to come.
The transition came courtesy of five of our clients being ready to commit funds at this early stage, and
thereby formed one of the largest passive fund launches in the history of Legal & General Investment
Management, which manages the fund.
In recognition of the significance of the moment, Brunel was invited to open the London Stock Exchange
on 2 November.
Our mission at Brunel is not just to Paris-align our own portfolios, but to act as a spur to the wider industry.
The benchmarks launch shows how indices can be a major part of the solution to climate change and
we hope to see these benchmarks much more widely adopted in the coming months.
COP 26
The opening of the London Stock Exchange, though it was covered in industry and national media, was
quickly overshadowed by COP 26, which began in earnest on the same morning. Our own size meant
we did not have access to the negotiating area – the ‘blue zone’ – of the conference.
However, in December 2020 the Brunel Board approved Faith Ward to become Chair of the Institutional
Investors Group on Climate Change (IIGCC).
The IIGCC represents more than €50 trillion in assets. It was in her role as IIGCC Chair that Faith not only
received an all-areas pass, but also delivered speeches and sat on panels, as well as holding more
informal meetings with figures from across politics, finance and environmentalism.
There are many highlights we could pick out, but two are especially worth mentioning. Faith sat on a
panel with Mark Carney (former BoE governor), Professor John Rockström (Stockholm Resilience Centre),
Jeremy Oppenheim (founder-chair of SystemIQ) and David Blood (founder of Generation IM). The panel
was called Deploying capital in the age of planetary boundaries.
She also sat on an IIGCC-PRI panel called The Investor Agenda: Accelerating global investor actions for
a net-zero emissions economy.
In all of these forums, Faith was keen to emphasise the importance of Paris-aligned investment objectives
for investors, the opportunity presented by Paris-aligned benchmarks, and the need for investors to work
closely with governments in order to meet transition aims.
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Summary of Pension Fund Performance
Performance of Fund Against Benchmark (Annualised Performance)
Period

Fund

Strategic BM

Rolling Quarter Total Fund (Net of Manager Fees)
24.0%

Excess

18.0%
3 Month

3.6%

3.8%

-0.2%

Fiscal YTD

11.2%

11.4%

-0.3%

1 Year

14.1%

16.0%

-1.8%

3 Years

8.2%

12.1%

-3.9%

5 Years

6.9%

9.1%

-2.2%

10 Years

8.3%

9.8%

-1.5%

Since Inception

8.4%

12.0%
6.0%
0.0%

Fund

Benchmark

Fund Cum.

21
Q

4

20

21
Q

3

20

21
Q

2

20

21
Q

1

20

20
Q

4

20

20
Q

3

20

20
20
2
Q

Q

1

20

20

-6.0%

Benchmark Cum.

Key drivers of performance
Portfolio performance of note for the quarter include:
• Global High Alpha Equity underperformed the benchmark over Q4 with a return of 6.3% against that of the benchmark of 7.4%.
• Global Sustainable Equities generated a positive return over the three months of 6.8% which was ahead of the benchmark reference by 0.5%.
• The Diversifying Returns Fund return was 0.5% over the Q4 which was 0.3% behind the benchmark.
• The Multi-Asset Credit portfolio generated a return of 0.4% over the quarter behind the benchmark by 0.6%.
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Asset Allocation of Pension Fund
Asset Allocation Split
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Asset Allocation of Pension Fund
Allocation Against Strategic Benchmark
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Brunel Portfolios Overview
Benchmark

AUM
(GBPm)

Perf.
3 Month

Excess
3 Month

Perf.
1 Year

Excess
1 Year

Brunel Global High
Alpha Equity

MSCI World TR Gross

756

6.3%

-1.1%

21.9%

Brunel Global
Sustainable Equities

MSCI AC World GBP
Index

649

6.8%

0.5%

Brunel Diversifying
Returns Fund

SONIA +3%
Benchmark

536

0.5%

-0.3%

Brunel Multi-Asset Credit SONIA + 4%

324

0.4%

-0.6%

Portfolio

Passive Dev Eq Paris
Aligned

FTSE Developed
Paris-Aligned (PAB)
Net Index

597

Passive Low Carbon
Equities

MSCI World Low
Carbon Target

226

7.4%

-0.0%

Perf.
SII*

Excess
SII*

Initial
Investment

-1.6%

24.2%

6.6%

15 Nov 2019

20.5%

0.3%

24.3%

0.7%

30 Sep 2020

5.5%

2.4%

4.9%

2.0%

27 Jul 2020

1.2%

-1.2%

02 Jun 2021

3.8%

-0.1%

29 Oct 2021

14.6%

-0.1%

11 Jul 2018

23.1%

-0.1%

Perf.
3 Year

20.1%

Excess
3 Year

-0.1%

Perf.
5 Year

Excess
5 Year

*Since Initial Investment
Performance based on tradeable NAV
Where there are disparities between returns quoted above and returns provided for the same fund and period in the following pages, this is because the fund-specific pages reflect the
posttransition phase, important for monitoring the performance of selected managers, while those given above reflect the Clients’ actual experience from the point of initial investment, which
in some cases includes the shared impact of transition costs.
Tradeable NAV performance reflects NET performance. The following product pages reflect the portfolio’s NET performance
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Brunel Portfolios Overview (Exited)
Portfolio

Benchmark

Brunel Emerging Market
MSCI EM TR Gross
Equity

AUM
(GBPm)

Perf.
3 Month

Excess
3 Month

Perf.
1 Year

Excess
1 Year

-1.8%

-0.1%

-1.9%

-0.5%

Perf.
3 Year

Excess
3 Year

Perf.
5 Year

Excess
5 Year

Perf.
SII*

Excess
SII*

Initial
Investment

6.9%

-0.8%

09 Oct 2019

*Since Initial Investment
Performance based on tradeable NAV
Where there are disparities between returns quoted above and returns provided for the same fund and period in the following pages, this is because the fund-specific pages reflect the
posttransition phase, important for monitoring the performance of selected managers, while those given above reflect the Clients’ actual experience from the point of initial investment, which
in some cases includes the shared impact of transition costs.
Tradeable NAV performance reflects NET performance. The following product pages reflect the portfolio’s NET performance
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Brunel Global High Alpha Equity
Overview

Performance to Quarter End
Description

Portfolio
Objective:

Provide global equity market
exposure together with excess
returns from accessing leading
managers.

High conviction, concentrated
Investment
portfolios with strong style/factor
Strategy & Key
biases invested in a
Drivers:
unconstrained manner.

Rolling Performance*

Ann. Performance

Fund

BM

Excess

3 Month

6.4%

7.4%

-1.0%

63.0%
54.0%
45.0%

Fiscal YTD

18.3%

18.6%

-0.4%

1 Year

22.0%

23.5%

-1.5%

36.0%
27.0%
18.0%
9.0%

3 Years

0.0%
5 Years

-9.0%

Total Fund
Value:

Benchmark

21
4

20

21
Q

3

20

21

Benchmark Cum.

Q

2

20

21
Q

1

20

20
4

20

20
3

20

20
20
2

1
Fund

Q

6.9%

Q

19.0%

Q

25.9%

Q

Since Inception

20

19
20

High absolute risk with moderate
to high relative risk, around 5-6%
tracking error.

4

Risk/Volatility:

20

-18.0%

10 Years

Q

Managed liquidity. Less exposure
to more illiquid assets.

Q

Liquidity:

Fund Cum.

£3,651,503,641
* Partial returns shown in first quarter

The quarter witnessed a new development in the COVID pandemic with the emergence of the Omicron variant which threatened a new cycle of
lockdowns and a corresponding negative impact on global economic activity and growth. However, as evidence emerged of a milder (if more
transmissible) variant, those concerns dissipated somewhat and, following a comeback of the ‘re-opening’ trade in December, global equity markets
ended 2021 near all-time highs.
Global developed equities (as proxied by the MSCI World index) returned 7.4% this quarter, continuing the unbroken run of positive absolute quarterly returns
since the drawdown in Q1 2020 at the outset of the COVID pandemic. All sectors except for Communications Services posted positive absolute returns, with
IT leading the way as large benchmark names such as Apple, Microsoft and NVIDIA posted strong returns (25%, 19% and 41% respectively). The US
dominated regional equity market returns this quarter, whilst Europe underperformed the index but outperformed Asia and Japan, the latter experiencing a
reversal after last quarter’s standout performance. Emerging markets continued to underperform their developed market counterparts through the quarter,
led by China as concerns about the continuing real estate debt crisis and the country’s zero COVID policy weighed on sentiment.
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Brunel Global High Alpha Equity
The Sub-Fund returned 6.4% over the quarter, underperforming the MSCI World Index (the benchmark) by 1%.
• Sector attribution showed the underperformance was driven almost entirely by stock selection which was weakest in the IT sector. Being underweight
Apple was the largest single detractor as the company returned 25% and became the first $3 trillion company only 16 months after breaking through the $2
trillion valuation threshold. Apple makes up 4.3% of the index and the Sub-Fund is 3% underweight. The Sub-Fund was also underrepresented in some
semiconductor names which performed strongly such as Advanced Micro Devices, Broadcom and Qualcomm which returned 39%, 37% and 42%
respectively. Weaker stock selection was also evident in the Consumer Discretionary sector as we saw some previous COVID related winners held at
overweight give up some of their gains (Peloton -59%, Alibaba -17% and Pinduoduo -36%), with the former down 59% as revenue missed estimates and
revenue forecasts were cut significantly.
• Country attribution showed a negative impact from being overweight China as the concerns highlighted above impacted Sub-Fund holdings, in particular
Pinduoduo (Chinese e-commerce, -36%) and Beigene (Chinese biopharmaceutical, -26%). Being underweight the US also had a detrimental impact on
performance but to a much lesser extent.
Fiera and RLAM outperformed over the quarter (+3.2% and +1.1% respectively) reflecting their focus on quality characteristics which were rewarded
generally by the market, whilst AB performed in line with the benchmark. Baillie Gifford were again the largest underperformer (-10.5%), reflecting the
headwinds faced by the longer-term growth companies held in their portfolio. These headwinds were caused by the double impact of improved sentiment
on future broad growth prospects meaning investors were less keen to pay high valuations for future growth, and the prospect of increasing discount rates
disproportionately hurting valuations of such companies given the size of cash flows further out into the future. Although Harris underperformed during the
quarter (-4.8%), a strong outperformance in December (+2.5%) helped to offset some of the underperformance in other portfolios during this time.
Since inception the Sub-Fund has outperformed the index by 6.9% on an annualised basis, still significantly above target despite the impact of recent
underperformance over the last two quarters. Attribution analysis shows that this outperformance has largely resulted from positive stock selection which
reflects the approach of employing fundamental managers chosen for their ability to select concentrated portfolios of high conviction names. Four
managers remain above benchmark since inception with three also performing above performance target (Baillie Gifford, Fiera and RLAM).
A new calendar year is always an opportunity to take stock and look at the prospects for the year ahead. Outlook statements by market commentators
and participants varied quite widely. They did however agree on two things with regards to equities – an expectation of a positive return in 2022, and a
continuance of increased volatility in equity markets. Sources of volatility over the coming year appear plentiful and somewhat interconnected. They
include: the impact of COVID on the global economy, how supply chain issues and labour market dynamics evolve, the future path of inflation and central
banks’ policy response, the impact of large amounts of cash seeking a home, slower growth in China impacting global growth, and the impact of the
transition to a net zero economy.
There were seven client trades during the quarter resulting in a net inflow to the Sub-Fund of £141m. The largest trade of £267m was made using the
proceeds from a redemption from the Brunel Emerging Market Equity fund. The purchase was netted off against two separate client redemptions of £70m
and £50m, resulting in transaction cost savings to all three clients.
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Brunel Global High Alpha Equity – Region & Sector Exposure
Top 20 Holdings

Regional Exposure
Mkt. Val.(GBP)

MICROSOFT CORP

171,387,354

ALPHABET INC-CL A

124,053,609

MASTERCARD INC - A

95,889,293

AMAZON.COM INC

89,303,822

MOODY'S CORP

74,890,781

KEYENCE CORP

70,036,268

NESTLE SA-REG

69,126,490

TAIWAN SEMICONDUCTOR-SP ADR

68,410,477

TJX COMPANIES INC

66,680,968

NIKE INC -CL B

64,472,605

ASML HOLDING NV

64,018,730

SCHWAB (CHARLES) CORP

60,816,182

CAPGEMINI SE

55,713,239

UNITEDHEALTH GROUP INC

55,326,151

APTIV PLC

44,313,424

AUTOZONE INC

42,524,708

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO/THE

42,394,133

RECRUIT HOLDINGS CO LTD

41,678,446

AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING

41,616,070

META PLATFORMS INC-CLASS A

41,577,894

Sector Exposure
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Brunel Global Sustainable Equities
Overview

Performance to Quarter End

Rolling Performance*
30.0%

Description
To provide exposure to global
sustainable equities markets,
Portfolio
including excess returns from
Objective:
manager skill and ESG
considerations.
Actively managed, diversified by
sector and geography.
Investment
Strategy & Key Consideration for a companies
Environmental & Social
Drivers:
sustainability.

Ann. Performance

Fund

BM

Excess

3 Month

6.8%

6.3%

0.5%

27.0%
24.0%
21.0%

Fiscal YTD

20.0%

15.8%

4.1%

1 Year

20.5%

20.1%

0.3%

18.0%
15.0%
12.0%

3 Years

9.0%
6.0%
3.0%

Benchmark

Benchmark Cum.

21
4

20

21
20
3

2

1
Fund

Total Fund
Value:

Q

0.6%

Q

22.8%

Q

23.5%

Q

Since Inception

20

20
20
4

High, representing an equity
portfolio.

Q

Risk/Volatility:

21

0.0%

10 Years

21

Managed Liquidity.

20

Liquidity:

5 Years

Fund Cum.

£2,662,340,541
* Partial returns shown in first quarter

Whilst markets focussed on the risks arising from the Omicron variant and the threat of rising inflation, the long anticipated COP26 conference on climate
change which took place in Glasgow during November drew the world’s media attention (if not the market’s) to more existential threats. Whilst perhaps
falling short of some of its‘ pre-event ambitions, COP26 did mark an acceleration of policy change on emissions reduction and bio-diversity and served to
amplify the importance of progress over the next 10 years if we are to successfully tackle the challenges ahead. The focus of this Sub-Fund and the
underlying managers on addressing sustainability through the companies they invest in, should mean it is well placed to contribute to the aims set out in
COP26 and broader sustainable ambitions.
Global equities (as proxied by the MSCI All Countries World Index) returned 6.3% this quarter. The Sub-Fund returned 6.8%, an outperformance of 0.5% versus
the benchmark (MSCI All Countries World Index).
• Sector attribution showed the Sub-Fund benefitted from sector allocation. The Sub-Fund’s largest overweight was to IT, the best performing sector
(returning 12%), whilst the largest underweight was to Communications Services (returning -2%), the worst performing sector.
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Brunel Global Sustainable Equities
• Stock selection was marginally negative with weak selection in IT. Not holding Apple which performed strongly, and overweights to payments platforms
companies PayPal and Adyen which both gave up previous gains (returning -28% and -7% respectively), were the larger detractors. This was offset by
positive selection in Financials where the financial exchange companies InterContinental Exchanges and Tradeweb were the largest contributors (returning
19% and 24% respectively).
• Attribution by country showed that country allocation also helped, driven by the underweight to China which returned -6% as worries persisted about the
continuing real estate debt crisis and the county’s zero COVID policy. The Sub-Fund’s overweight to the US, the strongest performing region in the index, also
added to relative returns.
• Nordea and RBC outperformed the benchmark (+3.4% and +0.6% respectively) whilst Mirova and Ownership underperformed (-1% and -1.1%). The more
diversified and risk managed approach of RBC and the thematic approach of Nordea performed more strongly in the market environment. In particular,
during a quarter that witnessed a spike in fossil fuel prices to levels not reached since the GFC, significant contribution to Nordea’s outperformance came
from their energy efficiency and smart grid themes. Overweights in ON semiconductor (energy efficient electronics), Teradyne (semiconductor testing),
Synopsys (chip design to optimise power consumption) and Jiangsu Zhongtian Technology (optical fibre solutions), that returned 48%, 49%, 23% and 88%
respectively, were the largest contributors to Nordea’s relative performance.
• Since inception the Sub-Fund has outperformed the benchmark by 0.6% on an annualised basis.
• The Sustainalytics ESG scores for the Sub-Fund remain superior to that of the MSCI ACWI benchmark and we continue to see a carbon intensity reduction
in comparison to the benchmark.
• There were four small client trades in the Sub-Fund this quarter resulting in a net outflow of c. £4m. The asset value of the Sub-Fund stands at £2.7 billion at
quarter end.
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Brunel Global Sustainable Equities – Region & Sector Exposure
Top 20 Holdings

Regional Exposure
Mkt. Val.(GBP)

MICROSOFT CORP

67,169,386

MASTERCARD INC - A

61,494,633

ADYEN NV

59,440,050

ANSYS INC

58,998,874

ECOLAB INC

57,852,308

MARKETAXESS HOLDINGS INC

53,161,425

WORKDAY INC-CLASS A

50,324,764

ALPHABET INC-CL A

48,600,088

DANAHER CORP

48,540,184

INTUIT INC

48,334,409

TRADEWEB MARKETS INC-CLASS A

45,391,113

MASIMO CORP

44,666,667

UNITEDHEALTH GROUP INC

42,449,746

EDWARDS LIFESCIENCES CORP

41,062,915

SYNOPSYS INC

40,856,630

TYLER TECHNOLOGIES INC

40,777,025

ROCHE HOLDING AG-GENUSSCHEIN

38,045,480

ASML HOLDING NV

37,422,608

BIO-TECHNE CORP

35,883,063

NVIDIA CORP

35,596,376

Sector Exposure
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Brunel Emerging Market Equity
Overview

Performance to Quarter End

Rolling Performance*
30.0%

Description

Portfolio
Objective:

Provide exposure to emerging
market equities, targeting excess
returns and enhanced risk control
from leading managers.

A geographically diverse
Investment
portfolio, typically expected to
Strategy & Key
achieve higher long-term growth
Drivers:
rates than developed economies.

Ann. Performance

Fund

BM

Excess

3 Month

-2.6%

-1.7%

-0.9%

24.0%
18.0%
12.0%

Fiscal YTD

-4.7%

-2.7%

-2.0%

1 Year

-2.7%

-1.3%

-1.3%

6.0%
0.0%
-6.0%

3 Years

-12.0%
-18.0%

5 Years

-24.0%

Total Fund
Value:

Benchmark

21
4

20

21
Q

3

20

21

Benchmark Cum.

Q

2

20

21
Q

1

20

20
Q

4

20

20
3

20

20
20
2

1
Fund

Q

-1.1%

Q

6.5%

Q

5.4%

Q

Since Inception

20

19
20

High absolute risk with moderate
to high relative risk, around 5%
tracking error.

4

Risk/Volatility:

20

-30.0%

10 Years

Q

Liquidity:

Managed liquidity. Less exposure
to more illiquid assets

Fund Cum.

£1,213,237,265
* Partial returns shown in first quarter

Q4 2021 was once again tough and highly eventful for emerging market equities. The discovery of a new COVID variant in South Africa, Omicron, rattled
emerging equity markets, casting further doubt on the economic recovery and a return to normality. In China – which represents 34% of the index concerns over slower economic growth, a tight regulatory environment, property market strains and strict zero tolerance on COVID continued to linger from
previous quarters. In contrast to most key central banks, the People’s Bank of China also lowered the one-year loan prime rate by 5bps to 3.8% to tackle
sluggish growth. Outside of China, geo-politics also raised its ugly head as tensions between Russia and the Ukraine put further pressure on Russian equities,
which fell -11% in GBP terms. There was also further volatility on the Turkish Lira, which ended the year a staggering 44% lower vs the US Dollar.
Overall, only a late rally in December ensured that emerging market equities – proxied by MSCI Emerging Markets – ended the quarter at a modest -1.7%
down in GBP terms.
The portfolio struggled to keep pace with broader emerging markets. Total performance for the period was -2.5% on a net of fees basis, -86bps behind MSCI
Emerging Markets. Performance was once again mixed between the managers; Genesis underperformed by -291bps, whereas Ninety-One and Wellington
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Brunel Emerging Market Equity
had stronger quarters, outperforming by +78bps and +19bps respectively.
• At a manager level, Genesis’ relative performance was driven by their exposure to Russian names, such as Sberbank and Yandex, as well as their
underweight to Taiwanese names, which performed well. Ninety-One’s positive relative return came from favourable sector positioning, particularly their
underweights to health care and consumer discretionary companies. They also demonstrated strong stock selection in China. Wellington have a sector
neutral approach, which was mixed last quarter. 6 of the 11 sectors detracted from relative performance, which was offset by very strong relative
performance in technology and consumer discretionary.
• At a stock level, names such as AIA Group, Yandex and Country Garden Services put pressure on relative performance; the three names fell -13.2%, -24.4%
and -24.6% respectively. The three names collectively account for around -60bps of relative performance. AIA Group, a Hong Kong based insurer, has been
under pressure as a result of slowing growth in China and profit taking amongst longer term investors. Yandex, a Russian search engine and web portal, has
fallen due to the potential invasion of Ukraine by Russia, despite beating Q3 2021 earnings expectations. A potential decline in the Rouble and economic
sanctions from the west are negative for the company. Country Garden Services, a Chinese property services company, has been impacted by the
broader concerns on the Chinese property market. On the positive side, Compagnie Financiere Richemont was the standout performer in the fund,
returning +43.2% following stellar like for like sales growth of +32% vs a market consensus of +18%. Richemont added +31bps to relative performance.
• At a sector level, there was evidence that selection within financials was a material negative contributor, detracting -74bps from relative performance.
Financial stocks within the portfolio returned -5.7%, which was behind the benchmark equivalent of -0.8%. AIA Group and Sberbank – both high conviction
names held by Genesis - were the main drivers of this underperformance, both stocks fell by -13.2% and -15.4% respectively.
• At a country level, there was some evidence that the country allocation was significant. Total impact from country allocation was -56bps. The most
significant benchmark constituent was Taiwan, which appreciated by +10.1% over the quarter, comfortably in excess of the benchmark return of -1.6%.
Taiwan’s economy has recently benefited from strength in exports, particularly in technology. The portfolio currently has an underweight position of -3%.
• Style had a limited impact on relative performance last quarter. The portfolio maintains a style agnostic approach with a mild tilt towards quality
orientated companies. Quality companies – proxied by MSCI Emerging Markets Quality Index - outperformed the broader benchmark by +5% over the
quarter, which provided a very small tailwind towards relative performance.
• Since inception relative performance remains negative. The fund has returned +5.5% on a net of fees annualised basis, which is -104bps behind the
benchmark. This is once again mixed between managers as at quarter end; Genesis, Wellington and Ninety-One have since inception annualised relative
returns of -280bps, +106bps and +76bps respectively.
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Brunel Emerging Market Equity – Region & Sector Exposure
Top 20 Holdings

Regional Exposure
Mkt. Val.(GBP)

TAIWAN SEMICONDUCTOR MANUFAC

96,642,924

TENCENT HOLDINGS LTD

67,533,704

SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD

44,150,651

AIA GROUP LTD

21,493,634

SBERBANK PJSC -SPONSORED ADR

19,021,818

INFOSYS LTD-SP ADR

17,536,643

MEDIATEK INC

16,957,660

ALIBABA GROUP HOLDING LTD

12,887,897

CONTEMPORARY AMPEREX TECHN-A

12,884,594

SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS-PREF

12,693,088

BID CORP LTD

11,853,934

ALIBABA GROUP HOLDING-SP ADR

11,663,092

CHINA CONSTRUCTION BANK-H

11,457,096

YANDEX NV-A

11,360,056

JD.COM INC-ADR

11,282,394

HDFC BANK LTD-ADR

10,982,263

CHINA LONGYUAN POWER GROUP-H

10,904,758

NASPERS LTD-N SHS

10,837,162

ICICI BANK LTD-SPON ADR

10,284,937

WULIANGYE YIBIN CO LTD-A

Sector Exposure

9,512,590
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Brunel Diversifying Returns Fund
Overview

Performance to Quarter End

Rolling Performance*
8.0%

Description

Portfolio
Objective:

Provide exposure to a range of
alternative return drivers and a
degree of downside protection
from equity risk.

Actively managed to achieve
Investment
growth at moderate absolute risk,
Strategy & Key
diversified between asset classes
Drivers:
and by geography.

Ann. Performance

Fund

BM

Excess

3 Month

0.5%

0.8%

-0.3%

7.0%
6.0%
5.0%

Fiscal YTD

6.9%

2.3%

4.6%

1 Year

5.5%

3.1%

2.3%

4.0%
3.0%
2.0%

3 Years

1.0%
0.0%
-1.0%

Benchmark

Benchmark Cum.

21
Q

4

20

21
3

20

21
20
2

1

4
Fund

Total Fund
Value:

Q

2.3%

Q

3.1%

Q

5.5%

Q

Since Inception

20

20
20
3

Moderate absolute risk against
cash.

Q

Risk/Volatility:

21

-2.0%

10 Years

20

Managed Liquidity.

20

Liquidity:

5 Years

Fund Cum.

£1,685,010,873
* Partial returns shown in first quarter

Over Q4 2021, the Diversifying Returns Fund returned 0.5%. For the same period, the benchmark return was 0.8%. Although aggregate fund returns were very
similar to those of Q3, the dispersion of returns of the underlying managers was greater in a quarter that demonstrated the benefit of including numerous
sources of return within the fund.
• JPM returned 4.1% over the quarter. Equity factor signals made the largest contribution to performance, particularly value and quality. Volatility in
sovereign bond markets resulted in negative performance for the fixed income factor signals. Given market volatility, it is unsurprising that FX momentum
and commodity trend signals also made a negative contribution to returns but the commodity carry signal produced a marginally positive return.
• Exposure to developed market equities provided the majority of this quarter’s return for Lombard Odier who generated a return of 0.9%. Slightly negative
performance from commodity exposure was largely cancelled out by marginally positive performance from fixed income, with credit outperforming
sovereign bonds.
• UBS had a weaker quarter, returning -2.6%. The biggest detractor from performance was a long position in the Japanese Yen as pricing reflected the view
the Bank of Japan will not need to raise interest rates as quickly or as aggressively as central banks in other parts of the world. Exposure to the Colombian
Peso also detracted from performance. The long Brazilian Real position and a short position in the Euro both contributed positively to performance.
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Brunel Diversifying Returns Fund
• Over the three months, William Blair delivered performance of 1.2%. The currency book made the largest contribution to the losses with long exposures to
Emerging Market currencies performing poorly over the quarter. The security selection component of the portfolio made a positive contribution to returns.
Equity exposure also made a positive contribution while fixed income exposure had a negligible impact.
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Brunel Multi-Asset Credit
Overview

Performance to Quarter End
Description

Portfolio
Objective:

To gain exposure to a diversified
portfolio of enhanced credit
opportunities with modest
exposure to interest rate risk.

Exposure to specialised, higher
Investment
yielding bond sectors which
Strategy & Key
provide diversified credit driven
Drivers:
returns.

Liquidity:

Managed liquidity

Ann. Performance

Fund

BM

Excess

3 Month

0.4%

1.0%

-0.6%

1.0%

2.0%

-1.0%

Fiscal YTD
1 Year
3 Years
5 Years
10 Years

Risk/Volatility:

Moderate absolute and relative
risk with high relative risk vs cash.

Total Fund
Value:

£2,382,670,704

Since Inception

* Partial returns shown in first quarter

The environment for credit was somewhat soured in the first two months of Q4 2021 by rising inflationary expectations, the potential reduction in quantitative
easing and the broader economic uncertainty surrounding the Omicron variant of Covid-19. However, during December, as understanding of the severity
and transmissibility of the variant developed, markets saw a swift recovery.
The rapid economic recovery pushed energy prices higher over the quarter, further contributing to rising inflation, which reached 7% in the US, 5.4% in the
UK.
The further indications in December that central banks may accelerate the pace of rate rises, including the first Bank of England rate rise in 3 years, had an
impact on credit markets which now expect as many as 4 rate rises from the Federal Reserve in 2022. Shorter dated credit was particularly impacted, with
the US 2-year yield rising to 0.73% from 0.29%, and in the UK the 2-year yield rising to 0.60% from 0.31%.
This pressure on short-dated credit was a headwind against which both investment grade and high yield corporate bonds struggled, both falling around
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Brunel Multi-Asset Credit
-0.7% over the quarter. Performance in the quarter was stronger in loan indices, with the European Senior Loans returning +80bps, proxied by the Credit
Suisse Western European Leveraged Loan Index (USD Hedged), and US Senior Loans returning +50bps proxied by the Credit Suisse Leveraged Loan Index.
Geographically, US and European credit saw a strong quarter, contrasted with emerging market corporate debt, which was subject to a number of
challenges, including rising case numbers, slowing growth in China, and most notably rising concern over the potential military actions between Russia and
the Ukraine. US and European high yield corporate bonds – proxied by the Bloomberg US and European High Yield corporate indices - returned +71bps and
0bps respectively in local currency; this was significantly ahead of the -209bps returned in EM USD corporates, proxied by Bloomberg Emerging USD
corporates, over the same period.
In this environment the portfolio was well positioned, with significant allocations to Loans and other floating rate assets, which performed strongly. This is
attributable to income, rather than rising market values, which were flat over the quarter. The portfolio was also helped by US, UK & European credits with
only minor exposure to emerging market debt. While the volatility of the market created difficult conditions for reaching a SONIA+4% target, each manager
and the portfolio as a whole outperformed the secondary benchmark, which is a composite benchmark of 50:50 high yield to leveraged loans, hedged to
GBP.
The portfolio returned +0.44% over the quarter, below the +1.01% return of the SONIA +4% benchmark but significantly above the -0.13% of the 50:50 high
yield to leveraged loan indices. CQS, who have the largest exposure to Loans, had the strongest performance over the quarter with +0.69%, while Oaktree
who are also positioned with a majority of the portfolio in loans & asset backed securities returned +0.48%. Neuberger Berman returned +0.34% as market
reversals in December buoyed US & European high yield and investment grade exposures.
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Passive Dev Eq Paris Aligned
Overview

Performance to Quarter End

Rolling Performance*
3.9%

Description

Portfolio
Objective:

Provide global equity market
exposure, reduce carbon
exposure and align to the Paris
Agreement.

Portfolio is invested in global
Investment
Strategy & Key equities in accordance with FTSE
Global Developed PAB Index.
Drivers:

Ann. Performance

Fund

BM

Excess

3.8%
3.8%

3 Month

3.8%
Fiscal YTD

3.8%
3.8%

1 Year

3.8%
3 Years

3.8%
3.8%

Liquidity:

High

5 Years

3.8%
3.8%

Volatility: high. Relative/active risk:
very low.

Since Inception

3.8%

3.8%

Q

Risk/Volatility:

4

20

21

10 Years
-0.1%

Fund

Total Fund
Value:

Benchmark

Benchmark Cum.

Fund Cum.

£1,945,252,319
* Partial returns shown in first quarter

The Paris Aligned Developed Equities product was launched on 1 November 2021, in partnership with five Brunel client funds. A hedged and unhedged
version of the product were launched, with a collective value of approximately £2.5bn at launch date.
The performance track record for this strategy is limited to two months. Over this period, the portfolio returned 3.8%, in line with the benchmark. The hedged
portfolio underperformed the unhedged portfolio over the period, returning 2.9%.
Technology, Materials and Healthcare drove performance over the period, whilst Energy and Financials were the only sectors where performance was
negative. In terms of countries, Korea, France, Switzerland, and the United States were among the best performers.
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Passive Dev Eq Paris Aligned – Region & Sector Exposure
Top 20 Holdings

Regional Exposure
Mkt. Val.(GBP)

APPLE INC

137,684,172

MICROSOFT CORP

131,539,002

AMAZON.COM INC

110,503,838

ALPHABET INC-CL A

61,527,863

ALPHABET INC-CL C

59,689,304

HONEYWELL INTERNATIONAL INC

48,179,473

TESLA INC

39,948,527

SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC SE

39,594,242

UNILEVER PLC

36,817,646

NESTLE SA-REG

31,790,459

THERMO FISHER SCIENTIFIC INC

29,042,981

UNITEDHEALTH GROUP INC

25,300,028

NVIDIA CORP

21,952,305

VERIZON COMMUNICATIONS INC

21,666,861

LVMH MOET HENNESSY LOUIS VUI

21,012,642

SAP SE

20,748,491

SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD

18,265,994

JPMORGAN CHASE & CO

18,227,060

SIEMENS AG-REG

17,481,363

MASTERCARD INC - A

17,279,972

Sector Exposure
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Passive Low Carbon Equities
Overview

Performance to Quarter End
Description

Portfolio
Objective:

Provide exposure to equity returns
and global economy with low
exposure to carbon emissions and
fossil fuels.

Rolling Performance*

Ann. Performance

Fund

BM

Excess

3 Month

7.4%

7.4%

0.0%

63.0%
54.0%
45.0%

Fiscal YTD

18.5%

18.6%

-0.1%

1 Year

23.1%

23.2%

-0.1%

3 Years

20.1%

20.2%

-0.1%

36.0%
27.0%

Portfolio is invested in global
Investment
Strategy & Key equities in accordance with Low
Carbon index.
Drivers:

18.0%
9.0%
0.0%

5 Years

-9.0%

Benchmark

21
4

20

21
Q

3

20

21

Benchmark Cum.

Q

2

20

21
Q

1

20

20
4

20

20
3

20

20
2

1
Fund

Total Fund
Value:

Q

-0.1%

Q

14.7%

20

19
14.6%

Q

Since Inception

Q

High absolute risk with very low
tracking error.

Q

Risk/Volatility:

4

20

20

-18.0%

10 Years

Q

High

20

Liquidity:

Fund Cum.

£305,510,046
* Partial returns shown in first quarter

The Passive Low Carbon portfolio recorded a return of 7.4% during Q4 2021, replicating the performance of the MSCI World Low Carbon Target Index.
The MSCI World Low Carbon Target performed in line with the MSCI World index, which also returned 7.4% over the quarter.
The Information Technology sector was the best-performing over the quarter, although the portfolio’s underweight to the sector slightly detracted from
returns. The Utilities sector also performed well, particularly the stocks in this sector included in the low carbon index, which outperformed those of the
traditional index.
Over the previous 12 months, the Passive Low Carbon portfolio returned 23.1%, underperforming the MSCI World Index which returned 23.5%.
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Passive Low Carbon Equities – Region & Sector Exposure
Top 20 Holdings

Regional Exposure
Mkt. Val.(GBP)

APPLE INC

14,247,404

MICROSOFT CORP

11,610,365

AMAZON.COM INC

7,405,787

ALPHABET INC-CL C

6,737,787

TESLA INC

4,339,699

META PLATFORMS INC-CLASS A

3,889,811

NVIDIA CORP

3,580,422

JOHNSON & JOHNSON

2,278,910

JPMORGAN CHASE & CO

2,261,205

UNITEDHEALTH GROUP INC

2,230,811

HOME DEPOT INC

2,115,282

PROCTER & GAMBLE CO/THE

2,068,469

NESTLE SA-REG

1,925,226

VISA INC-CLASS A SHARES

1,840,246

BERKSHIRE HATHAWAY INC-CL B

1,722,982

PFIZER INC

1,667,921

ASML HOLDING NV

1,610,364

BANK OF AMERICA CORP

1,595,542

ALPHABET INC-CL A

1,555,147

MASTERCARD INC - A

1,550,340

Sector Exposure
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Passive Low Carbon Equities – Responsible Investment
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Disclaimer
This material is for information only and for the sole use of the recipient, it is not to be reproduced, copied or shared. The report was prepared
utilising agreed scenarios, assumptions and formats.
Brunel accepts no liability for loss arising for the use of this material and any opinions expressed are current (at time of publication) only. This
report is not meant as a guide to investing or as a source of specific investment recommendations and does not constitute investment research.
Certain information included in this report may have been sourced from third parties. While Brunel believes that such third party information is
reliable, Brunel does not guarantee its accuracy, timeliness or completeness and it is subject to change without notice.
Nothing in this report should be interpreted to state or imply that past performance is an indicator of future performance. References to
benchmark or indices are provided for information only and do not imply that your portfolio will achieve similar results.
Brunel provides products and services to professional, institutional investors and its services are not directed at, or open to, retail clients.
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority No. 790168.
The Industry Classification Benchmark is a joint product of FTSE International Limited and Dow Jones & Company, Inc. and has been licensed for
use.‘FTSE’ is a trade and service mark of London Stock Exchange and The Financial Times Limited. “Dow Jones” and “DJ” are trade and service
marks of Dow Jones & Company Inc. FTSE and Dow Jones do not accept any liability to any person for any loss or damage arising out of any error
or omission in the ICB.
The Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS®) was developed by and is the exclusive property of Morgan Stanley Capital International Inc.
and Standard & Poor’s. GICS is a service mark of MSCI and S&P and has been licensed for use by State Street Bank and Trust Company.
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